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Abstract
INSAT–2E Spacecraft (S/C) has two deployable antenna reflectors of which one of the reflectors showed
a non-nominal latching behavior during the ground deployment test with a couple of bounce backs before
a final positive latch-up. Similar phenomenon was not observed during the test on the other reflector.
Detailed analysis revealed the inherent limitation in the design for the former reflector. This limitation was
confirmed by subsequent tests. This paper describes in detail the analysis carried out, the various tests
conducted and the optional design modification worked out to correct the same. However, in view of the
capability of the present design to latch positively, it was decided to fly this mechanism without any
changes in INSAT-2E. The observed on-orbit performance is also reported here.
Introduction
INSAT–2E is a multipurpose spacecraft intended for communication and meteorological purposes. It has
two antenna reflectors one on the west side and the other on the east side henceforth called as West
reflector and East reflector respectively as shown in Figure 1. These reflectors are in the stowed
configuration during launch and are deployed in orbit. As the configuration of the two reflectors are
different and due to the constraints on the spacecraft structure with respect to the reflector interfaces the
reflector deployment mechanisms are different for both the reflectors. During the ground deployment tests
on the reflectors, it was observed that the deployment of the East reflector was nominal, whereas the
West reflector after the first latch-up was found to rebound and the forward - reverse oscillatory motion
repeated a couple of times before the final latch up of the reflector.
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Figure 1. INSAT –2E S/C with Both Reflectors Deployed
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Anomaly description
The two reflectors were received at an advanced stage of the INSAT-2E program. Both the reflectors and
the deployment mechanism were taken up directly for assembly and tests at S/C level.
The East reflector after integration was successfully deployed and the performance of all mechanism
elements were nominal. However, the West reflector was found to rebound a couple of times before the
final latch-up. A thorough analytical study of the two hinge assemblies was carried out in order to
understand the above behavior. This was followed up by tests on hinge assembly of both the reflectors.
The latching characteristics of both reflectors were studied by a latching test under simulated zero ’g’. As
this problem occurred late in the program, there was a need to verify the required functioning even with
this anomaly by subjecting the reflector to the expected on – orbit disturbances. A design modification of
West reflector to correct the above anomaly was also worked out as a backup / or for use in future S/C.
Description of Reflector deployment mechanism
The East and West reflectors in the deployed configuration are interfaced to the spacecraft through a pair
of hinges each. A typical hinge assembly of the East reflector and West reflector is as shown in Figure 2a
and 2b. Each hinge assembly consists of two brackets - an Inboard bracket connected to S/C and an
Outboard bracket connected to the reflector. These two brackets are pivoted by a mono ball spherical
bearing mounted on a shaft supported by the inboard bracket. The dry lubricated spherical bearing takes
care of misalignments caused due to assembly or thermal environments. A locking linkage is provided
with one end hinged to the inboard bracket. The out-board bracket has a circular cam sector over which a
roller mounted on the other end of the locking linkage rolls during the deployment and latches into the slot
provided in the sector at the end of deployment. Two torsion springs mounted on the shaft provide the
necessary energy for deployment. The torsion springs on the locking linkage shaft ensures positive
latching at the end of deployment. The locking linkage also provides for minor adjustment of the opening
angle of the reflector. A micro-switch mounted on the inboard bracket confirms the hinge lockup at the
end of deployment.

Figure 2a. Hinge assembly of East reflector
– INSAT-2E

Figure 2b. Hinge assembly of West reflector
– INSAT-2E
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Investigation of anomaly - Analytical study
The reflectors deploy due to the spring torques at the hinge assemblies of the deployment mechanism.
On latch-up, the kinetic energy of the deploying appendage results in a forward shock followed by a
reverse shock at the locking linkage – outboard bracket pair. While the latch-up performance was nominal
for East reflector, the West reflector showed 3 rebounds before final latching. Once the roller of the
locking linkage enters the slot at the end of deployment, the configuration should resist the forward and
reverse shocks without instability. In the case of West reflector the reverse shock was dislodging the roller
from the slot and the roller was riding over the outboard bracket sector till the motion comes to rest and
subsequently due to the spring torque the motion was initiated in the forward direction. This action
repeated a couple of times before the final locking.
In order to analyze the rebouncing behavior of the hinge mechanism for the reverse shock loads, studies
were carried out by applying static moments in the reverse (stowing) direction for both the reflector hinge
configurations. The analytical studies were carried out with the following assumptions:
- Friction torques at the interfaces has been neglected. As the presence of friction opposes the
motion the results obtained by neglecting the same will be on the conservative side.
- The structural stiffness of the brackets are assumed to be high and all the movements analyzed are
due to the kinematics of the mechanism only and the structural deflections are not considered.
- A combined radial clearance of 0.05 mm is assumed to be present between the roller- pin - slot.
The schematic configuration of the outboard bracket and locking linkage assembly for the East and West
reflectors are as shown in Figure 3a and Figure 3b. Under equilibrium conditions due to the action of the
spring torques on the outboard bracket and the locking linkage the point of contact of the roller in the slot
is at point ‘ A ‘. When an external torque (T) is applied in the reverse (stowing) direction the roller moves
in the slot and the position of equilibrium changes depending on the magnitude of the applied torque. The
relation between the applied torque and the angular movement of the outboard bracket (θ) can be
computed based on the equations of equilibrium for the locking linkage and the out-board bracket. The
derived equations for West reflector are as follows for a hinge line spring torque (TS) of 0.863Nm and
locking linkage spring torque (TL) of 1.324Nm:
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Nomenclature:
P = Reaction on the roller under equilibrium condition.
α = Angle subtended by reaction P with horizontal.
C = Extreme point on semicircular slot in forward direction.
B = Extreme point on semicircular slot in reverse direction.
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Figure 3a. Schematic configuration of bracket
& Locking linkage- East reflector

Figure 3b. Schematic configuration of bracket
& Locking linkage-West reflector

Results of the analysis for both the reflectors
In the case of the East reflector as the applied torque in the reverse direction increases the point of
contact at ‘A’ shifts towards ‘B’. The plot of torque vs. angular movement of the out-board bracket is given
in Figure 4. It is seen that as the point of contact shifts towards ‘B’ the assembly tends to become selflocking and the locking linkage does not get lifted up for any magnitude of the external torque. In the case
of the West reflector the point of contact at ‘A’ shifts towards ‘B’ with increase in applied torque. Once the
point of contact is at ‘B’ the mechanism becomes unstable and the locking linkage has a tendency to get
lifted even for lower values of applied torque as shown in Figure 4. If the application of the torque is
continued, the locking linkage gets lifted and rides over the sector allowing for rotation of the reflector in
the stowing direction.
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Figure 4. Estimated torque vs. Angular movement of Outboard bracket for reverse moment
Similar plots for a disturbing torque in the forward direction for both the reflectors is as shown in Figure 5.
As the torque increases the mechanism becomes self-locking and does not allow for further rotation of
the reflector.
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Figure 5. Estimated torque vs. Angular movement of Out-board bracket for forward moment
From the above analysis it is seen that:
• For the East reflector, the locking linkage and out-board bracket geometry is such that the assembly
once locked becomes self-locking for torques in both the forward and reverse direction.
• For the West reflector, the locking linkage and out-board bracket geometry is such that the assembly
once locked becomes self-locking for torque in the forward direction, whereas for a reverse torque
exceeding 10 Nm the locking link gets lifted up and allows the outboard bracket to rotate in the
reverse direction.
Tests conducted on East and West reflector mechanism
Tests were conducted in different phases for the following:
- Single hinge characterization to verify the analysis.
- System level tests on spacecraft to characterize the latching phenomenon and capability to
ensure the specified pointing accuracy under external disturbances.
Single hinge characteristics
The above analysis was verified experimentally at subassembly level by applying a reverse torque on a
hinge assembly. A single hinge assembly of East and West reflector was characterized for Torque vs.
angular movement of Outboard bracket. The test setup is as shown in the Figure 6a. A gradually
increasing load (P) was applied at one end of the out-board bracket and the corresponding rotational
movement of the bracket was computed from the dial indicator readings as shown in the test setup. The
rotational movement of the Outboard bracket vs. applied torque in the reverse direction is shown in Figure
6b.
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Figure 6a. Test set-up for hinge assembly.

Figure 6b. Characteristics for reverse torque

It is seen from the above measured characteristics for a single hinge assembly that the locking linkage
starts riding over the out-board bracket for an applied reverse torque of 6 Nm which works out to 12 Nm
for the reflector assembly. The computed number of 10 Nm (Ref Figure. 4) with the inclusion of measured
friction torque of 2 Nm also works out to 12 Nm thus validating the analysis. The difference in the
measured and computed angles can be attributed to the presence of clearances at the spherical bearing
joint and due to measurement limitations as the corresponding numbers involved are very small.
Tests on East and West reflectors
Tests on the reflector assembly under Zero ‘g’ were conducted in order to study the latching
characteristics for both the reflectors. The Reflector assembly was supported on a surface plate through
an air-bearing pad as shown in Figure 7a. Accelerometers mounted on the reflectors provided the
response of the system. The reflector was stowed back by 3 degree (approx.) with respect to the latched
position and allowed to latch. The response plots for the East and west reflectors are shown in Figure 7b
and 7c. The plots show that the West reflector has rebounded three times before the final latch (as can be
seen from the rigid body modes), whereas the East reflector shows pure vibratory mode, which indicates
proper latching, and no disturbance to the locking linkage assembly due to the reverse shock. This test
also demonstrates the presence of positive torque margins at angles very close to the final position. This
is all the more important for the West reflector as a positive latch-up demonstrates the presence of
potential energy in the spring system to initiate motion as the momentum in the system reduces to zero
each time the motion initiates in the forward direction.
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Figure 7a. Test set-up for reflector deployment under zero’g’

Figure 7b. Response plot for East reflector

Figure 7c. Response plot for West reflector

Another test conducted was to measure the response of the reflector in the latched position for disturbing
torques that is experienced by the reflector during the thruster firing operations for the purpose of station
keeping of the S/C. This test on the West reflector was required in order to verify at system level the
torque required for unlatching of the reflector. The root moment at the hinge axis due to thruster firing was
computed to be 0.35 Nm. An actual moment of 4 Nm was applied and released suddenly on the West
reflector in the deployed condition under zero’g’. The response of the West reflector is as shown Figure 8.
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It is seen that the mechanism assembly is stable without any rigid body motions thus demonstrating a
margin of > 10 with respect to the adequacy of locking mechanism for 4 Nm disturbing torque.
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Figure 8. Response plot for West reflector.
Design modification in West reflector bracket to correct the anomaly.
A modification in the geometry of the slot as shown in Figure 9a with all other details remaining identical
was analyzed for the behavior of the locking linkage for reverse and forward torque. The mechanism
characteristic is identical to the earlier configuration for a forward torque while for a reverse torque the
mechanism becomes self-locking as in the case of East reflector. The plot of torque vs. angular
movement of the out-board bracket for both forward and reverse torque is given in the Figure 9b.
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From the above analysis it is clear that a minor modification in the slot geometry of the outboard bracket
with all other elements remaining identical as before will eliminate the rebound anomaly seen in the West
reflector mechanism.
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Design requirements for satisfactory performance
All the analysis and tests concluded that the West reflector mechanism design limitations have resulted in
the rebound a couple of times on deployment. However, once the final latch up occurs the mechanism
was stable for all on-orbit loads. A modified design for the West reflector was worked out in which the
above limitations were overcome. However, before implementation of the same minimum requirements
for the satisfactory performance of the deployment mechanism for the West reflector were critically looked
into and worked out as follows:
• Positive latch-up inspite of rebounds to be ensured. i.e. as the reflector moves backwards and
forward after each latch, it is to be ensured that sufficient torque margin exists even just before
the final latch. This is extremely important as only the potential energy initiates the motion since
the kinetic energy at the start of motion is absent.
• The configuration of the latched reflector has to be stable even under the on-orbit disturbances
caused during the S/C maneuvers. The maximum torque that the reflector experiences during
thruster firings are to be analyzed and adequate margin demonstrated to ensure that the
deployed reflector is stable.
The extensive analysis and tests have conclusively demonstrated that:
• Positive latch-up has been ensured by design, as a torque margin of >2 exists which has been
demonstrated by tests also.
♦ Positive margin >10 exists with respect to 0.35 Nm (max) torque that will be experienced by the
antenna during thruster firings and the same was demonstrated by tests.
As all the above requirements were met, the design was cleared in the present form, i.e., without any
modifications with a full understanding of the rebound phenomenon, which would happen on-orbit during
latching.
On-orbit performance

WEST ANTENNA HINGE
MICROSWITCH

INSAT-2E was launched on April 2, 1999 and both the reflectors were deployed successfully. As
predicted for West reflector, subsequent to the first locking, rebounds as seen on ground were observed
on-orbit also. The dwelled plots of the pitch rate of the S/C in Figure 10 indicate three rebounds before
the final latch-up. The micro-switch status indication as seen in Figure 10 also has toggled from ‘locked’
to ‘unlocked’ showing three rebounds as expected. The station keeping maneuvers which have been
carried out till date does not indicate any disturbances to the deployed reflector, which validates the
analysis and tests.
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Figure 10. Micro-switch status and Pitch rate of S/C during
West reflector deployment.
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Lessons learned
A couple of lessons learned from the above experience can be summarized as follows:
1. Design changes, which may look minor, should not be ignored and must be thoroughly looked into
before implementing. The designs were verified for the dynamic loads assuming the assembly to be
equivalent to a structure after latch-up. As the degrees of freedom were constrained during the above
study the anomaly was missed during the analysis. Henceforth, the designs are to be verified for
adequacy of withstanding the dynamic load as a mechanism also. The geometry of the mechanism
after locking is to be such that in either direction the mechanism must become self-locking.
2. Any new design, even with minor geometrical changes should be tested for integrated mode
encompassing all possible loads. This provides sufficient lead-time for understanding and correcting
non-nominal behaviors if any. Otherwise surprises if any will be revealed only at later stage wherein
even minor modifications may be difficult to be implemented.
Conclusion
Analytical studies and instrumented tests were carried out in view of the anomaly noticed in the West
reflector. The analytical results match well with the tests carried out and clearly explain the phenomenon
noticed during the deployment tests. The East reflector was also analyzed and results explain the
observed behavior. A modification in the geometry of the outboard bracket of West reflector has been
worked out to overcome the above anomaly. However, as it was evident that the existing design was
adequate to meet the on-orbit requirements in spite of the non-nominal behavior the same was flown
without any corrections. The on-orbit observations match well with the ground tests and predictions.
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